After recently enjoying our 70s Reunion, we can’t help but remember another 70s milestone: the 70th anniversary of our Summer Programs (aka Day Camp). Saying that our youth program is becoming a septuagenarian this year sounds rather paradoxical; but maybe it’s fair to say that even in aging, there’s always a spark of youth to be found! And lucky for us, an Alumnus with a big spark, Al Sing Yuen, was kind enough to share his memories about Day Camp and what it was like growing up in Chinatown in the 40s and 50s.

Al is quick to state that Day Camp was only one of many youth programs created by Cameron House. He considers himself blessed to have worked alongside some phenomenal men and women who built, or were part of, our cornerstone programs – people like E.J. and Maureen (Jeung), Larry (Lof) Chin, Chester and Jeanne Fong, Helen Kwan, Katie Lee, Dave and Liz Lew, Dora Ng, and, of course, Chris Woo (whom Al later married). These strong leaders infused a love of Christian service in our programs and our youth. And Al was no exception.

He and his brothers, Vince and Walt, grew up in Chinatown in an apartment a block away from the Presbyterian Church in Chinatown. Remembering those days fondly, Al says that children felt secure; they knew one another and they knew the different youth organizations in the neighborhood. The boys also knew what was expected of them: attending college, joining the military; and after returning home, getting married (Al eventually went into the Navy).

When Al was 12, he began attending a boys’ club called “Presby” at the Chinatown YMCA (the boys met in PCC’s basement). Through the Y, Al was able to experience something that until that point, he had only dreamed about: camping. With a smile on his face, he recalls the “playhouse camp” he and his brothers made before he joined the Y. On rainy days they would throw a sheet over some chairs and huddle underneath with a flashlight, pretending to camp. Their make-shift tent didn’t even come close to what he experienced at Camp McCoy in the Sierras: real campfires, a log circle, singing, and devotions (of course, this sounds familiar to anyone who’s participated in our camp at Westminster Woods). Experiencing Camp in God’s beauty and peace, Al met close friends like Low Chan, Wilmer Fong, Tommy Hall, and Gil Lum.

Fast forward to the summer following his High School graduation. Volunteering for Seabrook Farms (a division of Bird’s Eye Frozen Foods), Al took the Greyhound bus all the way to New Jersey. He spent six weeks working at the company’s Day Camp taking care of eight- to nine-year old boys, sons of the migrant workers. When he returned home, he went to San Francisco State, majoring in Education and taking classes like Biology and Physical Education. “Those were the days when we learned by doing,” he said, “You don’t always remember the theories, but you can’t forget the experiences.” In his Recreation classes, he learned how to make sterno stoves with tuna cans, candles, and Hills Brothers Coffee tins. He also studied common plants that were in city neighborhoods (“What we would call weeds,” Al jokes). He grins when he describes himself as a city kid attending state college – only to learn about his own environment.

After graduating college, he attended a Day Camp workshop in Bend, Oregon, where he was taught how to run things from a managerial perspective. When he returned to San Francisco, he started the first Day Camp at Cameron House. His emphasis was
Dear Cameron House Supporters, Friends, and Alumni,

A Merry Christmas, Happy New Year and, of course, Sun Nin Fai Lok! And if what you celebrate is not listed, Happy Holidays to you!

As some of you know, I became the Interim Executive Director of Cameron House this past October. Stepping forward to do this job, while the Board of Directors began their search for a permanent ED, meant stepping away from my retirement for a bit—but no more than 6 months (as I reminded myself and the Board).

My retirement last April compelled me to ponder many things: my history with Cameron House, what I may have contributed to the organization (and through it to the larger community), and certainly, how I’ve benefited from my many involvements.

It has been about 50 years or more since I first stepped through the doors of Cameron House. Back then, the path I was on could have ended in addiction, incarceration, and/or—taking on the family script—gambling and other less-than-noteworthy directions. Cameron House played a big part in getting me off the streets of Chinatown and helping me forge a much better life path.

More specifically, the people of Cameron House introduced me to my faith, they introduced me to many of my values: community, servant leadership, justice, service, and many other principles that have shaped me into the person I am today.

It was at Cameron House where I met my wife of more than 37 years. And one other very important point, Cameron House is where I met so many of my life-long friends, partners, cronies, and running mates—so many members of my current village.

So with all that as a backdrop, I accepted the Board’s offer to be the Interim and decided to give more back—requesting a lower salary and working with the Board to contour a strategy and performance plan that fits their desired goals.

There are thousands of you out there who, like me, have been impacted by Cameron House. Your life-long bonds of friendship were forged. Your leadership skills, community involvement, and faith were formed by dedicated people and strong programs. And your perspectives and abilities were stretched so that you could reach your potential and discover your ambitions.

Cameron House continues to make a profound difference in the lives of low-income young adults, children, families, immigrants, survivors of domestic violence and cancer, and countless others. If you would like to give back or pay it forward, please join me in giving some of your time, talents, or money. There are so many ways you can help Cameron House remain a strong foundation of hope and change in our community. One possibility is reconnecting with your Club, Commission, or BAP group and coming up with a fun way to contribute collectively.

Feel free to contact me greg@cameronhouse.org, or our Associate Director, Cody Friesenborg Lee, cody@cameronhouse.org with any questions or ideas on how you can help.

Sun Nin Fai Lok!

The Rev. Gregory L. Chan
Interim Executive Director
The Reverend Norman Fong recalls how she, in her role as the Program Director of the Chinatown Neighborhood Improvement Center, became involved with community planning, land use, affordable housing, transportation, and alleyway improvements. These experiences would prepare her for the changes brought on by the sudden influx of immigrants which has continued since the mid-1960s.

Coming from a family of immigrant grandparents and parents, Doreen devoted much of her time and energies in working with a new generation of social workers who care deeply for the elderly, many of whom reside in crowded single room occupancy buildings.

Not one to back away from controversy, she often found herself addressing issues around domestic violence, human trafficking, and sexual abuse. Every social worker has been there and knows how frustrating and potentially dangerous these cases can become. There were times when I marveled at her clarity and calm in the midst of controversy and above all, how she approached each situation with a depth of compassion.

Before retiring, Doreen began archiving photos and documents from Donaldina Cameron House, which began as a rescue mission for Chinese and Japanese women nearly 140 years ago. It is said that “history is biographical.” We are all a part of a unique continuum, and if we dig far and deeply enough, we will learn something of value about ourselves and our communities … from people and events that preceded us.

When you visit the archives of the California Social Work Hall of Distinction (socialworkhallofdistinction.usc.edu/newsroom/) and listen to the testimonies of former inductees, you will capture that very same spirit of hope, courage, and innovation. I am so excited to know that Doreen’s story will be there among those who have served with distinction.

Thus, on behalf of our community, we are proud to present Doreen Der-McLeod to the California Social Work Hall of Distinction as an inductee.
Our Social Services Ministry has always been hard working and full of activities. Not only do they provide crucial services in Cancer Support, Case Management, Counseling, Parenting Workshops and ESL and Computer classes, they’ve spent the last three years collaborating with Asian Women’s Shelter (AWS) and North East Medical Services (NEMS) to develop a new, cross-disciplinary model to healthcare. Blue Shield of California Foundation, with support from Futures Without Violence, funded 19 partnerships of domestic violence (DV) agencies and health care organizations throughout the state of California. The goal was to better meet the needs of DV survivors by making access to care easier and more streamlined. The result was more comprehensive and less fragmented services – and the beginning of a systemic change in responding to DV.

With one in four women experiencing domestic violence in their lifetimes and one in three teens experiencing dating violence, we can no longer claim that DV is a private, family matter. It is a public health matter – an epidemic – that leads to poor mental health, substance abuse, increased risk of suicide, and chronic conditions like heart disease and stroke. Recognizing this connection between domestic violence and health care, Blue Shield of California funded a collaboration to integrate medical and DV services. Through a competitive application process, 19 teams of domestic violence organizations and health care facilities throughout California were selected to create a cohesive response to domestic violence survivors. Cameron House was chosen for the San Francisco team, along with Asian Women’s Shelter (AWS) and North East Medical Services (NEMS).

Although we had worked with AWS and NEMS informally in the past, our partnership created the opportunity to bridge our services and create a safety net for DV survivors. Each of us had complementary areas of expertise, which we combined to develop our partnership goals.

Cameron House and AWS helped train NEMS staff to recognize the signs of domestic violence and intervene in ways that are culturally sensitive. We developed videos and training materials for NEMS to incorporate into their new-hire orientation; and we served an advisory role to NEMS as they developed their DV screening, which is now a regular component of primary care visits. According to Sai-Ling Chan-Sew, an LCSW Consultant at NEMS, even though they have a large Chinatown clinic that serves over 60,000 patients, prior to the partnership they would refer maybe two women a year to a community-based DV agency, like Cameron House or Asian Women’s Shelter. By the third year of our collaborative efforts, their screenings helped them identify 200 women who were impacted by domestic violence. Developing prevention and intervention strategies And NEMS provided Cameron House and AWS training on their primary care and dental services, as well as patient eligibility, which enables us to improve healthcare access for our clients.

Cross-sector health care partnerships are a wonderful model for promoting positive health outcomes and supporting widespread effective services. Through the funding from Blue Shield Foundation, the 19 California teams integrated health care and domestic violence systems across the state. They were highly successful in forming cross-disciplinary partnerships that expanded their scope of services and created a more comprehensive, and less fragmented, program of wellness. Futures Without Violence is already engaged in statewide policy conversations to broaden these partnerships with programs like the California Department of Public Health and California Family Health Council.

In fifty years from now, when we look back to the critical groundwork of collaborative services, we’ll see that Cameron House was, once again, a catalyst for change.

1  www.domesticshelters.org/domestic-violence-articles-information/faq/domestic-violence-statistics#.Wg486kqn6UK
2  www.standffov.org/blog/
I went to Cameron House when the mission home was located at 144 Wetmore St in the mid 1940’s – where Miss Mae Wong taught Bible stories in the garage using paper cutout figures on a flannel board. I learned lots of Old Testament names, like King Nebuchadnezzar, and stories about God and Jesus.

I was a teenager in junior high when Cameron House moved back to 920 where I “grew up” (being nurtured in the Presbyterian “Faith & Life” curriculum) and learned leadership skills, serving as Club Leader and Church School Teacher.

Our Chinatown church worked closely with the Cameron House Guild every year for Cameron Carnival. Ladies from the East Bay, Peninsula, and San Francisco churches would help by donating money from their own church bazaars or bringing carloads of “stuff” to sell – weeks before the first Saturday in May. The White Elephant sale got so big it moved to the church basement!

We sorted, cleaned, and priced all kinds of knick-knacks, kitchenware, dishes, and glassware. I can still picture Kay Hargreaves from Oakland First, bent over the tables, sorting, cleaning, and pricing all kinds of things; Mary Ostrander and Betty Partridge from Lafayette-Orinda stocking the bookshelves in the side yard, and all the ladies from Menlo, Burlingame, and the Peninsula – bringing in potted plants and quilts to sell, and cleaning, pricing, and carding all kinds of jewelry.

On Friday night all the youth finished building their concession booths and making all the handmade prizes – the mad rush of hammering, painting and trial runs had to be done before 10:00 pm so the neighbors could have a peaceful night.

On that first Saturday in May, the Guild ladies arrived with their aprons and comfy shoes, ready for a full day’s hard work, fun, and fellowship!

These ladies were the leaders and backbones of their suburban churches, purchasing a new copier for us) and lend a hand. Not only have they financially supported our programs, they’ve volunteered more hours than can be possibly be counted. For many years they lovingly sewed hundreds of Summer Camp scarves for all the Day Campers. They were the movers and shakers behind Carnival, spending hours sorting, cleaning, and pricing all the White Elephant items; providing homemade baked goods to sell; and then working from the wee hours of the morning until midnight every first Saturday in May.

A half a century has quickly passed, and Cameron House has had the joy of working with these remarkable, strong women. To celebrate their devotion, we had a farewell Yum Cha on October 30th. Approximately fifty people were present to honor the Guild members and the amazing work they accomplished. Sharlene Hall, Mary Wong Leong, and Doreen Der McLeod shared their memories of Cameron House and the Guild - evoking laughter one moment and tears the next. As Doreen pointed out, “Cameron House was started for women, by women.” And these women who have graced our lives and our programs have left a remarkable legacy to Chinatown. We appreciate their love, support, commitment, and prayers so generously given to the people we serve and our Cameron House staff throughout these fifty years. Please join us as we honor the Women’s Guild & Staff Liaison to Guild, Mary Wong Leong at our Soul & Elegance Gala on Saturday, February 10th. Check our Gala website page to register (cameronhouse.org/news/gala/).

Memories of the Cameron House Guild, by Sharlene Hall

Cameron House’s Women’s Guild had its formal beginning on May 22, 1967, when a Yum Cha was held, a short set of by-laws were presented and accepted, and the first officers were elected. Approximately one hundred women were present that day, as the meeting was called to order with prayer by Mrs. Lucille Wilson (President of the Presbyterial).

In the past fifty years, the Guild has been an ardent supporter of Cameron House, helping to fund unexpected needs (i.e., blankets for Light the Night or
on reaching youth, “I wanted them to
learn and have fun at the same time,”
he said. And he definitely had the right
background. Taking the kids out into
the neighborhoods, they’d look for
common flowers, peek under bricks to
find sow bugs and centipedes, or catch
butterflies and moths to examine their
different antennae. Naturally, he taught
the youth how to make sterno stoves.

Remembering Cameron House during
that time, Al couldn’t help but mention
Chester Fong, the “first all-around
worker at Cameron House,” he says.
Wearing many hats, Chester printed the
silk screens for the Day Camp scarves
(which Lois Wichman lovingly sewed),
performed many of the office duties,
and handled all the janitorial tasks. Al
remembers Chester, who passed away
recently, as a good friend, a humble
man, and a World War II Veteran.

Tony Patch, who worked for the San
Francisco Park and Rec Department at
Golden Gate Park, was another person
who helped our programs immensely. A
liaison to youth program workers, “Tony
would always ask me, ‘What do you
need, Al?’” Al’s reply was simple, “I need
to run a Day Camp.” So Tony pointed
out the best places in Golden Gate
Park for kids to safely play and learn.
He even prepared some of the spots
for the youth, placing rocks in a circle
so Al could more easily make a fire for
them. Another wonderful friend to our
program was San Francisco Muni. “They
would supply buses for us when I told
them I had 60 kids who needed to get
to the beach,” Al said, “and inspectors
would be right there making sure we
got on and reached our destination
safely.”

This was Chinatown in the 50s, where
there were “a lot of ABC kids” who
joined groups like the Y or the Chinese
school offered by the Catholic and
Methodist churches. Lowell (at its
current location) had not yet been
built, and Fong Fong’s was at its peak,
serving hamburgers, milkshakes, and
homemade ginger ice cream. Parents
who lived in Chinatown – like Annie
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getting out from their comfortable pews to be active participants in mission in Chinatown, San Francisco’s inner city.

Carnival opened at 11:00 am and closed at 9:00 pm — by midnight everything was cleared, cleaned, packed away — you’d never know that there was a Carnival there that day!

I know many of you have gone to the Women’s Gathering — in my day it was the Women’s Triennium. As a youth member of the National Missions Mosaic choir, the Presbytery of San Francisco sent me to the meeting at Purdue University in Lafayette, Indiana. I rode on the California Zephyr train to Chicago, where I was met by Miss Mae Wong. She got us a cab, but I was too scared to get in — the driver was hot and sweaty, and wearing a sleeveless undershirt. Our Yellow Cab drivers in San Francisco wore white dress shirts, black bowties, and yellow caps with black trim! CULTURE SHOCK! Miss Wong assured me it was quite ok — the weather is very hot and muggy in Chicago during summer, so that was normal dress code for them.

This was my first trip out of San Francisco’s Chinatown, where the majority of people were Chinese — so it was quite an experience to be a minority among 5,000 mostly white-haired white ladies. Many had never seen the likes of me before, so I was asked many times, “What tribe are you from?” They had seen Native Americans, Latinos, and African Americans but few Asians back in the mid-fifties.

The highlight of that Triennium was the ending worship/communion service. In the auditorium of over 5,000 women, communion was served in “decency & order” while Mahalia Jackson, in passion and reverence, sang “Were you there when they crucified my Lord?” It was the most moving spiritual experience I’d ever had.

So my memories today have been a mixture of my experiences at Cameron House with the Guild, Presbyterian Women, and the Chinatown church. My lifetime membership in the Guild is one that will be cherished. Thank you.
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Stephen Yang
Stephen Yang
James and Evelyn Chin
James and Evelyn Chin
Tom and Fee Yee
Tom and Fee Yee
Preston and Joanne Young
Preston and Joanne Young
Franche Yep
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Richard and Judy Kim
Richard and Judy Kim
Ah Ying
Ah Ying
Russell Low and Carolyn Hesse-Low
Russell Low and Carolyn Hesse-Low
Individual Donors:
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Lia Abbate
Lia Abbate
Jennifer Addiego
Jennifer Addiego
Anna Agressott
Anna Agressott
Richard M. Aguirre
Richard M. Aguirre
Robert Aguirre and Elizabeth Fung
Robert Aguirre and Elizabeth Fung
Bayard and Nancy Allmond
Bayard and Nancy Allmond
Oliver and Joan Anderson
Oliver and Joan Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Vivian Atlas
Vivian Atlas
Ernest and Marilyn C. Au
Ernest and Marilyn C. Au
Richard Balagasay
Richard Balagasay
Ruth Ballweg
Ruth Ballweg
Scott Barlow and Susie
Scott Barlow and Susie
Wong
Wong
Brad Barnblatt
Brad Barnblatt
Ralph Bautista
Ralph Bautista
Gene and Richard
Gene and Richard
Beardsley
Beardsley
Harold S. Bell
Harold S. Bell
Bill and Diane Benesi
Bill and Diane Benesi
Jacquelyn Benjamin
Jacquelyn Benjamin
Elliot and Myrna
Elliot and Myrna
Bernadell-Huey
Bernadell-Huey
Louis and Pauline Bilafer
Louis and Pauline Bilafer
Eunice and Russell
Eunice and Russell
Brabec
Brabec
Lily W. Brelsford
Lily W. Brelsford
Jim Caldwell and
Jim Caldwell and
Jeanette Wei
Jeanette Wei
Patricia Camarena
Patricia Camarena
Dr. Catherine Cameron
Dr. Catherine Cameron
Cecil and Faye Cameron
Cecil and Faye Cameron
David Camilli
David Camilli
Patricia Campos
Patricia Campos
Michael Chai
Michael Chai
Michael Chamberlain and
Michael Chamberlain and
Kathleen Jimenez
Kathleen Jimenez
Alex Chan
Alex Chan
Barney and Marissa Chan
Barney and Marissa Chan
Bob and Leslie Chan
Bob and Leslie Chan
Carolyn Chan and
Carolyn Chan and
Clinton Huey
Clinton Huey
Clarence Chan
Clarence Chan
Corey and Laurene Chan
Corey and Laurene Chan
David Chan and Nancy
David Chan and Nancy
Chee
Chee
David and Pauline Chan
David and Pauline Chan
Dexter Chan
Dexter Chan
Donald and Genevieve
Donald and Genevieve
Chan
Chan
Dorena J. Chan
Dorena J. Chan
Elaine Chan
Elaine Chan
Gayle and William Chan
Gayle and William Chan
Garrick and Priscilla Chan
Garrick and Priscilla Chan
Rev. Gregory Chan and
Rev. Gregory Chan and
Jeanine Lim
Jeanine Lim
Hanlon and Patricia Chan
Hanlon and Patricia Chan
Harold Chan
Harold Chan
Hilda Chan
Hilda Chan
Joanne Chan and Paul
Joanne Chan and Paul
Mitchell
Mitchell
Joe and Emily Chan
Joe and Emily Chan
Jonathan Chan
Jonathan Chan
Jonathan Chan and
Jonathan Chan and
Marisa Leong
Marisa Leong
Kitty Chan
Kitty Chan
Leland and Luiza Chan
Leland and Luiza Chan
Leonard Chan
Leonard Chan
Low and Jeanette Chan
Low and Jeanette Chan
May Mee Chan
May Mee Chan
Mun Yee Chan
Mun Yee Chan
Nicholas Chan
Nicholas Chan
Corporate and Community Donors:

Ambrosia Bakery
Angel Island Immigration Station Foundation
Apple Inc.
Asian Art Museum
Asian Law Caucus
Asian Pacific Fund
Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach
Asian Women’s Resource Center
Asian Women's Shelter, Inc.
AT&T APCA, Northern California Chapter (Asian Pacific Islanders for Professional and Community Advancement)
AT&T Employee Giving Campaign
Atlantis Casino Resort Spa
Bank of America Employee Giving Campaign
Bank of the West Employee Giving Program
Baywood Elementary
Beach Blanket Babylon
Berkeley Rep Ticket Donation Committee
Berkeley Symphony
BlackRock
Bloomindgdale’s
Boba Guys
Broadmoor Presbyterian Church
Daly City
Burma Superstar
Butter Me Up Bakery
Cache Creek Casino Resort
California Shakesphere Theater
Cameron House Women’s Guild
Celtic Cross Presbyterian Church
Citrus Heights
Charles Schwab
ChenSteinO’MalleySven Foundation
ChevronTexaco
Chinatown CDC
Chinatown YMCA
Chinese Community Health Plan
Chinese Congregational Church
Chinese Historical Society of America
Chu Family Foundation
City and County of San Francisco
The Clorox Company Foundation
Coblentz, Patch, Duffy & Bass, LLP
Contemporary Jewish Museum
The Cooper Companies
Costco Wholesale
Covenant Presbyterian Church San Francisco
Defy Agency
Department on the Status of Women
Derco Jewelers
Designer Living
Eskafo Daan Martial Arts
The Eustace-Kwan Family Foundation
ExxonMobil
Fine Arts Musums of San Francisco
First Bank
First Presbyterian Church Fort Bragg
First Presbyterian Church of Livermore
First Presbyterian Church of San Leandro
Fisherman’s Wharf Association of San Francisco
FLOR.com
Friends of Cameron House
G&G Educational Foundation
GAP, Inc.
Golden State Warriors
Google
Gordon J. Lau Elementary School
Green Island Restaurant
Haight Street Eyecare
Harrah’s Reno
Heffernin Foundation
Home by Morgan Design Group
Hotel Kabuki
Hyatt Regency San Francisco
Integration Space
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship/USA
Intuit Inc.
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies Matching Gift Program
Kabuki Springs & Spa
Kaiser Permanente Community Giving Campaign
Kei Lun Martial Arts
Kinry and Associates LLC
The Robert and Rachel Kwong Fund
Lady Shaw Senior Center
Linden Centre
Little Hugs Preschool
Makena Capital Management
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development
MD Interior Design
Mei Lun Yuen Inc
Mendocino Presbyterian Church
Minami Tamaki LLP
Moon Chef/Mei Lun Yuen
Network for Good
NICOS Chinese Health Coalition
noodle theory provisions
North East Medical Services Center
Northeast Community Federal Credit Union
Numi Tea
Oakland Symphony
Ocean Avenue Presbyterian Church San Francisco
Paramount Theatre of the Arts
PG&E Corporation Foundation
Planet Granite
Pocket Opera
Portsmouth Plaza Parking Corporation
Presbyterian Church in Chinatown - San Francisco (English)
Presbyterian Women Faith Presbyterian Church Rohnert Park
Presbyterian Women First Presbyterian Church Livermore
Presbyterian Women of the Synod of the Pacific
Presbyterian Women’s Guild of the Centerpointe
Presbyterian Pucci Foods
Raison D’etre
Recology
Richmond District Neighborhood Center, Inc.
Ritz-Carlton San Francisco
Robert Joseph Louie Memorial Fund
Rotary Club of San Francisco Chinatown
Saigon Capital Markets LLC
Salesforce
Sam Wo Restaurant
San Francisco Chinatown Lions Club
San Francisco Food Bank
San Francisco Foundation
San Francisco Giants
San Francisco Opera
Schubert’s Bakery
Schwab Charitable Fund
SF Department of Children, Youth and Their Families
SFMOMA
SFPD Reserve Officer Appreciation
SF Police Youth Fishing Program
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Matching Gifts
Six Der Investment, Inc.
SK II
St. John’s Presbyterian Church San Francisco
St. Paul’s Presbyterian Church San Francisco
Sweet Stop Bakery
Tri-C Designs, Inc.
TRUIST
Union Square Association
United Parcel Service
United Way California Capital Region
UPS Foundation, Inc.
Urban Putt
VegiWorks, Inc.
Visual Performing Arts Photographers
Walter and Elise Haas Fund
Wells Fargo Advisors
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Wells Fargo Foundation
Westminster Presbyterian Church
White Blossom Care Center
Yasukochi’s Sweet Stop
Your Cause, LLC Trustee
ZAAZ Studio, San Mateo
Zephyr Real Estate

Harvest Home Thanks!

Your incredible generosity helped us meet our goal! Our families greatly appreciate the wonderful and familiar food they received for Thanksgiving! Thank you for supporting our families during the holidays; it means a great deal to them and to us!

A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you and your loved ones!
To reduce postage costs and conserve resources, we will be mailing annual donation summary letters by request only. If you would like to receive one, please contact Annie at 415-781-0401 x123 or at annie@cameronhouse.org and we will gladly send one to you in January 2018. Thank you!

**Tax Tips**

A quick reminder to those 70.5 and older to take your required minimum distribution before year-end to avoid penalties. Talk to your tax advisor for details!

---

**Save the Date**

for our next **Soul & Elegance Gala**

Impacting Youth Through the Decades

**Saturday, February 10, 2018 - 5:30 pm to 11:00 pm**

South San Francisco Conference Center